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Academy of Accounting Historians
Many works involving accounting history appear in other than Academy publications during the year. These publications help us to recognize the extensive research that exists in accounting history and the many fine outlets for publishing of historical research. Readers of The Notebook are encouraged to help the editor to locate such publications which should be listed in this column. Readers in Asia and Australia may send their suggestions to Dr. Robert Gibson, School of Management, Deakin University, Victoria 3217 AUSTRALIA who graciously acts as intermediary.

Accounting History, Vol. 1, Nos. 1 and 2, 1989, [Selected Articles]:
Herbert Hoover, "Mining Accounts." pp. 42-43. [An unpublished manuscript c.1905 of the accounting system adopted by the firm of Bewick, Moreing and Company mining consultants on whose behalf the future American President managed the Sons of Gwalia gold mine in Western Australia.]

Accounting History, Vol. 2, No. 1, 1990, [Selected Articles]:
A Lopes De Sa, "The Cultural Responsibility of Professionals of Accounting," (approximate title of the article), Brazilian Review of Accountancy, (December 1989).
Jean StG Kerr and R.C. Clift, Editors, Essays in Honor of Louis Goldberg, Department of Accounting and Business Law, University of Melbourne, Australia, 1989. [Some items included in this collection of essays.]:

Published by eGrove, 1990
MOYRA KEDSLIE RECEIVES THE MANUSCRIPT AWARD

The Academy of Accounting Historians 1990 Accounting History Manuscript Award was presented to Dr. Moyra Kedslie of the University of Hull. President Barbara Merino announced the award at the August 9, 1990, annual business meeting in Toronto. Moyra received a $500 stipend, a certificate of recognition, and her manuscript entitled, “Mutual Self Interest — A Unifying Force: The Dominance of Societal Closure Over Social Background in the Early Professional Accounting Bodies,” is to be published in the Fall 1990 issue of The Accounting Historians Journal.

The Accounting History Manuscript Award was established to encourage young academic scholars to engage in historical research. Accounting educators, who have received their doctorate within seven years, are eligible for this award.